Celestis, a Middle English translation of Bridget of Sweden's Revelations (prepared partly as evidence for her canonisation), where Christ himself is a practitioner of 'incarnatyf ' medicine, fashioning those who are his friends into his own prosthetic arm. These fragments for a history of flesh as prosthesis raise questions about what belongs to the body, to the individual, to the human; about the relationship of self and other, of life and death, and of the living and the dead, but also, in a highly medieval way, of the human and the divine. So too do they ask questions about both the possibilities and the limits of prosthesis -as supplement, or substitute, or as implant -particularly as a metaphor for community and for the body of Christ himself.
Together these fragments suggest that flesh -archetypally -functions in the way the supplement does for Jacques Derrida: 'the supplement supplements. It only adds to replace. It intervenes or insinuates itself in-the-place-of; if it fills, it is as if one fills a void. If it represents […] it is by the anterior default of a presence. Compensatory and vicarious, the supplement is an adjunct, a subaltern instance which takes-(the)-place'. 7 Derrida's characterisation of the supplement offers a productive way of thinking about prosthesis in the three fragments I consider here: flesh as prosthesis not only vicariously fills the void, but it also performs the work of that which it replaces.
Flesh as prosthesis
In medieval taxonomies of the body, flesh and fat are radically different from the rest of the simple members (bones, nerves, skin, etc.) that make up the body. In the Galenic tradition, mediated by Arabic surgeons and followed by surgeons in the medieval west, flesh is categorised as sanguine in contradistinction with other simple members that are, instead, spermatic. 8 This difference is crucial for medieval beliefs about both the continuity and survival of the body. , cannot be restored once cut into or cut off (at least, not in their original form). In contrast, flesh can be newly made in the body from blood: 'fleisch mai be restorid bi cause þat þe blood is engendrid al day in us'. 10 It is the natural properties of flesh that enable the body once injured or wasted through sickness to be repaired or healed. 11 It is thus flesh's very (subaltern) difference from spermatic members that enables it to act as a substitute for them.
This prosthetic role of flesh in the body is central to the medieval craft of surgery and its teaching on how 'to ioyne þat is departed' 12 through a process that might broadly be termed 'incarnacioun' or 'incarnatyf ' medicine in Middle English, and 'prosthesis' in Phillips's 1706
English dictionary. 13 This process of making new flesh -also variously referred to as 'fleshynge'
and 'gendrynge' -is one both natural to and artificially produced in the body through the use of bindings ('byndynge incarnatyf (i. to make flesche)'), stitches ('sewyng incarnatyf (i. makynge flesche)'), and 'incarnatyf ' medicines. 14 20 This prosthetic process whereby flesh substitutes for skin operates through a process of drying, thickening, and hardening blood-made-flesh so that it comes to take on, or embody 'materialy and effectuely', skin's qualities.
'Incarnatyf ' medicine, however, is required not only to make new flesh but also to enable flesh to bind with flesh or even with non-flesh. This is understood to be achieved through a process of knitting -often defined in Middle English by the verb 'souden' (or 'sowden') - what is in common between flesh and the material world. 26 As the 'incarnatyf ' miracle of Cosmas and Damian also suggests, the non-spermatic origin of flesh makes it in some ways detachable from -not particular to -the individual. This raises the possibility that flesh has the potential to be exchanged between bodies; part of the body may be replaced with something not proper to it or that comes from outside of it. It therefore also asks profound questions, not only about what is common between flesh and the material world, but also between the living and the dead, as well as between humans with different coloured skin.
An Ethiopian's leg
The miracle in question appears in a number of vernacular texts, all dating to the late fourteenth or fifteenth centuries, including the The Gilte Legende, 27 An Alphabet of Tales, 28 35 The actions of Cosmas and Damian are therefore consonant with received surgical theory: they seek first to remove the dead flesh and then refill the hole left in the body.
In the miracle that follows, however, the natural prosthesis of flesh and its artificial manipulation in medicine is taken beyond its ordinary bounds. Having removed the dead flesh from the man's cancerous thigh, the saints discuss how they are to fill up the hole. In the Legenda aurea account, one saint asks: . 36 The prosthetic logic of the miracle thus first suggests flesh as that which is in common, marking (as it does in modern pro-flesh philosophies) something of our shared humanity. 37 Secondly, it raises similar questions to those that modern implants and prostheses are understood to also raise -about the boundaries of the human and of the individual, and of the relationship between the animate and the inanimate, but in ways that resist the binary invocations of natural/artificial, living/dead, human/non-human, inside/outside. flesche'. 45 Even dead flesh, it seems, is in some way animate.
In the exchange made between bodies, flesh is inserted in a body to which it does not belong: it is both proper to and other than, or exceeds, the individual. It can be fresh -living -in a dead body, and already dead in a body that still lives. The prosthesis formed by the dead man's living flesh thus poses questions about the status of life and death when they are revealed to inhabit one another. In its prosthetic capacity, flesh reveals most starkly the ways in which, inextricably, death inhabits life, but also points to a community of the living and the dead, mediated here by the charity-driven action of the saints, that extends until it will be refashioned in the Last Judgement and the Resurrection.
Across all versions of the miracle, on awaking the man notices first the absence of pain and then, lighting a candle, sees that his leg is now whole. The Legenda aurea relates that:
'Apponens itaque candela, cum in crure nil mali videret; cogitabat autem non ipse esse, qui erat, sed alius alter esse' [Placing a candle nearby, therefore, when no wrong could be seen in the leg, he thought it was not himself but another]. Likewise, The Gilte Legende records 'he toke a candell, and whan he saw nothinge in hys thigh, he thought he was not himself but that he was sum other'. 46 In that which is not assimilable, an essential difference that means the black man's leg does not completely coincide with the white man's body. Writing on the implant, Roberto Esposito comments: 'this is exactly what a prosthesis is: an outside brought inside; or an inside that sticks out; no longer kept inside the limits that traditional subjective identity made to coincide with skin'. 49 Disrupting the boundaries between life and death, flesh -in its capacity to substitute and stand in the place of, as well as its 'in commonness' -also disrupts subjective identity. In doing so, the prosthesis of flesh here offers a potentially expansive, capacious model of community that transcends (racial) difference and binds self and other.
If 'incarnatyf ' medicine, or surgical prosthesis, implicitly models forms of medieval community in the miracle of Cosmas and Damian, in Bridget of Sweden's Revelations it is the metaphor through which Christ explicitly establishes and fashions the spiritual community of Christians as part of his own body. The familiar analogy of the organic body to the Christian body is thus reimagined in terms of prosthetic substitution and implantation into Christ's arm.
In so doing, the medical meanings of 'incarnacioun' blur with its theological possibility: Christ's own Incarnation, through which he makes his flesh renewable daily, and through which he substitutes human flesh, emerges as profoundly prosthetic. However, at the same time that
Christ's arm shows the expansive reach of the prosthesis of flesh to model community in medieval thinking it also marks out its social, racial, and ideological limits.
Christ's arms
In the Revelations, Bridget (d. 1373) is the vehicle for bringing God's word of correction or encouragement to her contemporaries. As Claire Sahlin notes, 'the overriding themes of the Revelations are Christ's wrath against those who forget or disdain him and his loving acceptance of those who repent'. 50 In some ways then, the revelations are ultimately concerned with questions of inclusion within or exclusion from Christ's body. Christian community as it appears in the Revelations is fractured and broken, and Christ is estranged from his own body in its figuration in the Church in the world. The spiritual, heavenly body of Christ is being fashioned with, at the same time as it is fashioned against, the earthly body of the Church. It is with this in mind that I want to read a series of visions that concern Christ's arms as they appear in a The revelation Bridget has here -that Christ's friends are as his arm -draws on the familiar analogy of the human body with the body of Christ (that is the Church), of which Christ is the head and in which, in the model made standard by St Paul, each Christian performs different roles in the community, just as the hands, arms, feet, and so on, do in the body. 53 Bridget's recourse to the analogy of the body's simple members, however, is untypical and defamiliarises the way in which the metaphor functions, emphasising less the co-operation and co-dependence of parts to the whole than the supplementary and vicarious nature of Christ's work of salvation -that is, its prosthetic principles of substitution and insertion, and its primary medium of flesh. [injured] withoute'. 54 Christ's arm, as the Liber asserts, is likewise made up of skin, flesh, blood, bone, and marrow. In Bridget's revelation, the process through which Christians are made a part of the body of Christ is defined as one of surgical prosthesis. As the rubric emphasises, being joined to the body of Christ first requires Christ as 'lecche' or 'surgen' (as he is termed in the revelation itself) to cut away dead, rotten flesh -that is, 'worldly coueytise and lustes of fleshe'.
Christ then fills up the holes and hollows with his own flesh, and inserts -implants -his own simple members into those of his friends: he adds his marrow ('I putt to þame helpe of my myght, as it were mergh'), bones, blood, flesh, and skin in order to supplement and enhance their strength, will, patience, and love. Flesh here is capacious: it is both love of the world and sinful humanity in need of refashioning; but it also stands in for Christ's patience, because flesh is 'softe of þe selfe' -'softe' suggesting (MED, s. v.) 'yielding to touch or pressure', or that which suffers. Finally, Christ then knits -just as regenerative medicine knits, grafts or solders flesh together -his friends to his arm.
The analogy of the organic body thus instantiates multiple prosthetic instances: Christ as surgeon practices 'incarnatyf ' medicine, cutting away rotten flesh from his arm, inserting new flesh and enhancing the arm's simple members by inserting his into it, before knitting it together to create a hybrid prosthesis in his own body. So too does surgical prosthesis begin to blur intoindeed, provide a model for -the ongoing work of Christ's Incarnation and Crucifixion, in which he takes on human flesh in order to substitute it with his own, an act which is renewed daily in the sacrament of the Eucharist. Thinking through the analogy of the organic body to the communal body in terms of simple rather than compound members fundamentally refigures the model of community it offers: incorporation into the body of Christ is achieved through a prosthetic process of supplementation, addition, and enhancement. Refiguring the natural organic model of the body, Christ's arm takes on and incorporates what is not natural to it, the properties of stone and metal: he draws human flesh to him as a magnet does iron. Drawing her thus by the magnet of charity, or love, Christ will set Bridget within his arm. This arm is so strong none may stretch it or bend it (though oddly it can also be tasted). As such, incorporation into the body of Christ in this moment is achieved through the binding of the natural with the artificial -it is almost technological, almost bionic. and of charity-driven action -a universal economy that emphasises sameness while articulating difference. In the Liber, the revelation that Christ's friends make up his arm shows the profound reach of prosthesis to fashion community at the same time as itmarks out and circumscribes its limits.
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